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Deleting system calls

FS tracks info about each
file



meta data

what info is there per file

Dirty special type of file

metadata inode
data contents of directory
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DÉE

Absolute pathname
starts at root and includes

the entire path to file or

dir
Relative pathname
Turrent working directory

CWD

I moves shell to

location in

hierarchy
Cd dir Cup dir

file2
file 2 c

file C

dire file 2 c

dir l dir I

dir file c
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read root dir I

look for all a's inode

i read a
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Link
Hard Link

program
In link for linkat

directory inode
rm Inlink

11 70021183886221

last unlink removes contents
from disk etc

Soft Symbolic Link

Intents of data

pathname to file
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Ino class next week

P3b due Monday goal
break after

Midterm 2

Average 233 32

File System Implementation

Istatic
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Disk CBI 4 KB
most of disk
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file inode
Fifefile data

Offhissions block pointer

jointers
aka
block address
d ka
disk address

Directory just a file

root directory
file
fi lez

Inode Data

Bitmap

in odes tree

Tdata blocks
Trackswhich free not

not

spgffff information about

entire file system
e

size where data region
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magic type


